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"contact us by mail" cannot handle internationalized domain names

Status
 Closed

Subject
"contact us by mail" cannot handle internationalized domain names

Version
1.9.x
2.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Contact us

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
gadgetster

Lastmod by
gadgetster

Rating

Description
If a designated contact has a mail address of an international domain name, xn-..., address rendering is not correctly done and the link also does not work.

For example, an international domain name å,¾å¥è£....jp, which is coded into xn-60qx1sez7a.jp, it is rendered as ...@Å¥À,¾Å¥Å¥Å¥å¨À¢Å....jp, and the mailto link is handed to mail clients on x@ï½½¥¾,ãœ½½ï½½¥¾,ì½½¥¾,å¥»ï½½¥¾,Â€ï½½¥¾,å¥»jp.

Importance
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk▼

Ticket ID
1960

Created
Saturday 16 August, 2008 06:37:59 GMT-0000
by Unknown
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